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ESR Classic Hybrid Case with Kickstand for iPhone 15, MagSafe (transparent)
Provide your iPhone with the best protection while enjoying user convenience! The ESR Classic Hybrid Case effectively shields the device
from scratches,  shocks,  and damages.  The built-in  kickstand allows you to  comfortably  watch videos and also effectively  protects  the
camera lens. This accessory is perfectly tailored for the iPhone 15 and is compatible with HaloLock and MagSafe technologies.
 
Caring for Your iPhone's Safety
Be assured that your phone is  effectively protected in nearly every situation! The case reliably safeguards the device from accidental
damage. Reinforced edges absorb shocks from falls and provide excellent cushioning for drops. Raised edges further protect the screen
and lens from scratching when the smartphone is placed on a flat surface.
 
Attention to Detail
The  Classic  Hybrid  Case  offers  a  built-in  foldable  kickstand that  allows  for  comfortable  video  watching,  video  calls,  or  app  usage in  a
horizontal  position without the need to hold the phone.  Moreover,  you can adjust  the tilt  angle effortlessly within a range of  15 to 85
degrees.
 
Perfectly Tailored
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The case is designed with the iPhone 15 in mind. It fits perfectly, and precise cutouts for ports ensure full  access to the smartphone's
interface. You can charge your phone without removing the case, even using a wireless charger. Magnets with a pulling force of 1500g
provide stability and reliability during recharging.
 
Durable Construction
Thanks to its sturdy construction and made from durable PC and soft TPU, the ESR Classic Hybrid Case can withstand even the toughest
conditions and meets Military Grade standards, showcasing exceptional durability. You no longer have to worry every time you drop your
phone! Furthermore, the product is not prone to yellowing and will maintain its aesthetic appearance for a long time.
 
	Manufacturer
	ESR
	Model
	Classic Hybrid
	Color
	Transparent
	Compatibility
	iPhone 15

Preço:

Antes: € 18.4992

Agora: € 16.30

Acessórios para telemóveis, Capas, Tempered glass, Smartphones
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